
Luxury luggage for Mercedes CLS

Travelling in style: exclusive luggage for the new Mercedes-Benz CLS-Class - Luggage for the CLS
impresses with its autonomous design and great practicality.
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The luggage specially developed for the Mercedes-Benz CLS consists of a boot bag and a clothes carrier.
Both impress with their individualistic design, great practicality and excellent workmanship. Just as the CLS
excites with its dramatic and expressive lines, and the luxurious, autonomous design of the interior. It is
therefore a commitment to a very personal style. The two tailor-made items of luggage likewise reflect this
visible appreciation of style and the high expectations of Mercedes customers.
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The aim during the development of this custom luggage for the CLS-Class was to combine the emotional
appeal of the design with the greatest possible quality and practicality. The result is a combination of high-
quality black Nylon trimmed in leather with leather handles, a perfect blend of low weight and great
durability with an exclusive, high-quality appearance. 

In addition to side-mounted rollers the boot bag features a telescopic handle with two detent positions, also
allowing it to be used as a trolley. A spacious main compartment with zipped and open pockets, plus two
external pockets, ensure that everything has its place. With a large clothes compartment, two suit hangers,
two external pockets, internal pockets of meshed material and a separate shoe compartment, the clothes
carrier provides sufficient space for a business trip or a weekend excursion. 

The clothes carrier can be easily attached to the boot bag by means of a concealed, retractable strap.
Thanks to the trolley function, this enables both items to be conveniently and easily transported.
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